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Lifetime of Experiences

1. Local
2. State
3. National
4. International
1970’s ARCC, ACBW
Now SafePlace
Local--Coworkers
Local--Coworkers

Judy and Sampson

Judy and Valinda
Local--Coworkers

WALLY, YOUR STATUS REPORT IS JUST A BUNCH OF BUZZWORDS STRUNG TOGETHER.

I'VE BEEN GIVING YOU THAT SAME STATUS REPORT EVERY WEEK FOR ELEVEN YEARS.

FIVE YEARS AGO YOU ADOPTED IT AS OUR MISSION STATEMENT.
Local—Board of Directors

“It’s an amazing coincidence, isn’t it, that we all served on the same board of directors?”
Texas
Texas Council on Family Violence

Senators Brown, Tejeda and Washington
on the Promiscuity Definition
Texas

Bill Childers
of the Sheriffs’ Association of Texas
and the Lesbian Task Force
Texas

Juan Hinojosa and the Cock Fighters
Texas

Senfronia’s Vibrator Bill
Texas

Women’s Prison

Toby Myers
Juan Hinojosa’s Hearings
Congressman Sam Johnson
National

VAWA—Jack Brooks

NDVH—1 (800) 799-SAFE
NNEDV Board VAWA Passed!
Texas/National
Barbara and Debby Happy!
Vickie and Colleen Plotting!
National Domestic Violence Hotline
Marshall’s Peace Prize
Me, Mother, Lady Bird
National Center on Domestic and Sexual Violence
October 14, 1998
14th Anniversary
www.ncdsv.org
5 Year Anniversary, VAWA
5 Year Anniversary, VAWA
5 Year Anniversary, VAWA
10 Year Anniversary, VAWA
10 Year Anniversary, VAWA
10 Year Anniversary, VAWA
10 Year Anniversary, VAWA
10 Year Anniversary, VAWA
10 Year Anniversary, VAWA
10 Year Anniversary, VAWA
Three Leaders of NNEDV
15 Year Anniversary, VAWA
Private Violence
International
DTFDV
Mexico
DTFDV, 2000-2003

COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES
DTFDV
International

DTFDV Japan

Smoke Break

Underground
International
International

Mexico

Brazil, Canada, Czech Republic, England, France, Germany, Guam, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Peru, Puerto Rico, and Spain
International 2007
International
International
We are here to listen...not work miracles.

We are here to help a woman discover what she is feeling...not to make the feelings go away.

We are here to help a woman identify her options...not to decide for her what she should do.

We are here to discuss steps with a woman...not to take steps for her.

We are here to help a woman discover her own strength...not to rescue her and leave her still vulnerable.

We are here to help a woman discover she can help herself...not to take responsibility for her.

We are here to help a woman learn to choose...not to keep her from making difficult choices.

We are here to provide support for change.

-Anonymous
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